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I t la shown that the nucleon-nucleus scattering amplitude
at high energy can be easily calculated by generalization of the
nucleon-nucleon scattering

amplitude and satisfies a simple

factorisation relation.
As distinct

fron the

Glauber model, the suggested approach

makes no use of the nucleonic structure o£ the nucleus and the
hadron-nucleus scattering amplitude i s not expressed in terms
of hadron-nucleon scattering amplitudes. The energy dependence
• of total and inelastic cross sections i s successfully described
ror a number of nuclei.
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1. In the present paper we study the. Uadron-nucleus
scattering amplitude for sufficiently heavy nuclei (we shall
mainly deal with A y> 50 nuclei). These amplitudes are usually
calculated by the Glauber metl'd /1/, i.e. representing the hadron-nucleus amplitude as a sun of the amplitudes associated
with n

rescatterings of the incident hadron on the nucleons

inside the nucleus. The

result is presented in Fig.1: the

nucleus is formed by

weakly correlated nucleons.

A

On the other hand,- there are many arguments in favor of the
idea that the nucleon is in its turn formed by three valence
quarks (Fig-« 2a). Then the simplest scheme of nuclear structure
in the quark model is presented by the equilibrium distribution
of quarks

inside the nucleus (Fig. 2h). According to this sche-

me, the nucleus is a big nucleon (Bw) which contains ?A quarks.
The reality of the Ш

model is supported, in particular, by

rather dense packing of nucleons inside

the nucleus (the volume

of the nucleus is practically equal to the volume occupied by
A

nucleons).
One of the simplest consequences of the quark structure of

hadrons is factorization of the <-/7 Л/- , NJJ-, and *JI*Jf
ring amplitudes and cross sections.

-scatte-

Bqs. (1a), (1Ъ) are well satisfied experimentally at high
energies. They stem

rrom the additivity hypothesis Гог quark

-quark amplitudes r i r s t

suggested in vet,

the additivity hypoUiesia naturally

/2/. In the BN aodel

leads to the factorization

rclnfcion for HIT- nnu NA-scattcring o'nplitudes, similar to those
of Eq. (1a):

In t h i s case, however, the factorization relation i s

satis-

fied not by total scattering amplitudes, but by " t r i a l " one-pomoron-exchanse amplitude. Due to lai'jre screening corrections to
HA scattering thsre ars r.ot relations siffdlar to Eq. (1b) for
total cross sections. The main purpose of t h i s paper i s to confirm

Kq. (2),
2. The BK model suggestз a unified

approach to the ampli-

tude of h.'idron-r.!jc!eon nnd hadron-nucleus scattering»

We begin

with hadron-nucleon interactions. The best and most complete
description of them i s provided by the method of complex momenta»
The elastic scattering amplitudes at high energy are calculated
in the quasielkonal approximation /5/,e.g. the nucleon-nucleon
scattering amplitude has the form /H/

3
%

(3)
/Лд/

with the following notation: S
mass,

i s the square of the invariant

q i s the transferred Transversal momentum, oip 1°/ and

ol t>(o) are paraueters of the vacuum trajectory,

Хл/£-

i s a factor associated with one-pomeron contribution to the
amplitude (

^д/

the pomeron and

i s the multiple of the nucleon residues of
„ 2,
Zv
*s *be corresponding effective radius

Squared), C is the shower enhancement constant which characterizes the cross section of quasielastic diffraction
б

processes

di.f!

C-L-Equation (3) i s associated with the diagrams of Fig. 3« In
this figure, each curly line means a one-pomeron exchange. The
main uucleon-nucleon scattering characteristics are well described et the following values cf parameters obtained by fitting
procedure /5/

cLfCo)

= 1.007,

otpCoJ = 0.25 GeV~2

= J.64 GeT'2,
The

Z#

= 3.56 GeV""2, С = 1.5,

energy dependence of the total proton-proton scattering

cross section calculated by the formula (3) using Eq. (5) for
the parameter values i s presented in Pig. 4.
For further calculations the
written in a standard

amplitude may be conveniently

manner in the impact parameter

Ъ

representation»

The quantity M (b) is the Fourier image of the one—pomeroo
exchange amplitude

The total (б±)

t

, elastic (6e£ )

, inelastic

and diffraction dissociation ( 6~dti'f) cross section may be
calculated according to

where
L e t , el, inel, di'

Now we proceed to the nucleon-nucleus scattering amplitude
in the BN model. Let us formulate the main point of the paper.
It a nucleus interacting with high energy nucleons really behaves as e big nucloon, then the nucleon-uucleon scattering
amplitude

must transform into the guasieikonal nucleon-nudeus

scattering amplitude by means of two procedures:
a) The pomeron-nucleus coupling vertex

^д

i s by a

5
factor or

A greater than the nacleon vertex (the additivity

hypothesis)

A = A[#

(9)

b) The poaeron torm xactor of th& nucleon must be substituted by the

nuclear form factor. To do i t we shall write the

nucleo;:-nucleus scattering amplitude

Functions

FJJ, fp

, end

Рд

А^д (й.)

describe tbe

q

as a product

dependence of the

nucleon vertex, of the pomeroc propagator and of the nuclear
vertex, correspondingly. All the
P

(0) s 1. Since we shall deal

functions are normalized by
with only medium-weight and hea-

vy nuclei we suggest that a l l the
the

nuclear form factor

q

dependence i s defined by

P^(q ), whereas

FJJ = P = 1 (optical

approximation)

Рог £> i.b)

we used the Fermi density of the nuclear matter

distribution
(12)
The parameters В and a are best fits to the electron-nucleus
ecattering data /6/. The

constant

C-j> was defined by the

normalization condition jр(_ъ)с(л = 1.
Leas essential additional remark is associated with mo-

6
dification of the shower enhanceosnt factor
and HA interactions

C-

C-

• ?or both. Ш

takes account of production of two

showers corresponding to the beam end target particles (see Eq.
Por

ITA scattering the role of one of the showers is

played by coherent diffraction excitation of nuclei. The experimental

total cross sections of these processes are almost un-

known. If we suggest that these cross sections are less than the
beam shower production cross section, then the factor
HA scattering (we shall call it;
making use of i t s earlier pallia

C-A

C-

for

) ~an be calculated,

/5/ for nucleon-aucleai scatte-

ring

£ A =
This

fC

~

1.23

(15)

value characterizes the asymptotic сгозз section of shower

production, since at fixed energy

a beam with the mass

can be produced only at transferred atoraentoa.

Md

q*~ ^>

Therefore i n the Ш model the energy dependence of the factor
СД

is

i*

[ij4

%

' 5ote, that in the model under consideration the account of
shower production processes leads to decrease of the total
cross section (inelastic screening /7/), similarly to the
Glauber case.

where

Л с.

= 0.2J (see Eq. (1J) ) ,

Md

i s the no an macs of

the produced beam shower.
To obtain the analytic expression (15) for
the

СA

we used

exponential form of the nuclear form factor, with the radius

^ д = ъ 0 д '/* ( го = -1.12 л ) .
It is found experimentally that the ness spectra of diffraction beams decrease fast with increase of the mass, the maximum
being st

Mot -

to be Kl ^l
bitrary

(1*5 - 2) GeV. Therefore

M d

was taken

= 5 GeV . Now we see that msking a somewhat ar-

choice of

M{[

we hove built в model

which invol-

ves no free parameters.
Weak correlation of quarks inside the nucleus is t... essential condition in the BN model. It is expected to bo satisfied
only fur sufficiently

heavy nuclei (say, witu

A

?O),and the

best fit to the data will be for nuclei with big atomic number.
However, we present for comparison our results for tv;o
nuclei

С and

to the

С and

pendent

СA

'Al. I t has turned out that a satisfactory
'Al date can be obtained by introducing
T

• ke

found

AcCA)

fit

A de-

dependence i s j^sscnted

in Pie. 5. Besides, the total nucleon-nucleua scatterlns cross
sections calculated in the BN model p.ust be in a poorer agreement v.ith the data then inelastic cro-js sections because the formulated BN model does not include hadron-hucleus quasiel&stic
scattering followed by the target nucleus desintcgration.
3 . The calculations have been carried out for the nuclei
Al,

Cu, and

'^C,

T=b. The choice of nuclei was governed by the

existence of the experimental data.
All the available data have been used fron Batavia

/8,9/,

8
Serpukhov /10/, СЕНН /11/» and Argonn National Laboratory /8/
at energies from 10 to 273 GeV. In Pigs. 6-9 tiie theoretical
curves are compared with the experimental values of the t o t a l
/{.-•12/ and inelastic /12-14/ cross sections of nuoleon-nucleus
scattering.
We have made use of the energy
tor

Сд C$) . For A = 64 and A = 208

( CA t,
ted

= 0.25). For A = 12

end A = 27

A

o

has been fixed

the dependence presen-

in Fig. 5 has been used. The lollowing nuclear radii were

involved in the calculations:
for

dependence (15) of the fac-

t-A - 2.5, 3.07, 4.16, and 6.5 fm

A = 12, 27, 64, and 208, correspondingly. The theoretical

results are in obvious agreement with the data: the mean deviacion
i s of about 3%.
To t e s t quantitatively the additivity hypothesis for the
nucleon-nucleus scattering amplitude (Eq. (2)) the value of the
pomeron

residue

^/f

(3) has been varied. In Fig. 8 the dashed

and deshed-dotted curves correspond to 10% variation of
yVi/ = 4 (dashes) and
variation of

Уд/

^V

/д^

t

= 3.28 (dots). I t can be seen that

by '\Q% induces the cross section variation

within the experimental errors. Hence, the present experiaent
indicates thp.t the additivity hypothesis ie valid within a 10%
accuracy.
4. We have demonstrated that the model for the nucleon-nucleus scattering amplitude coastructed by simple extrapolation of
the nucleon-nucleon scattering amplitude leads without free parameters to satisfactory description of the experimental data on
the total and inalactic cross sections for not too light nuclei.
In the quark raodel this means that

the. formulas for the cross

9
oections can be obtained taking no account d

quark correlations

inside the nucleus. These correlations should be included when
more complicated chaxscteristics are being calculated. A concrete
exr.-uple i s the Glauber model.
The sucsess of the model i s not unexpected. Actually, the
total and elastic cross- sections of nucleon-nucleon scattering
are co.mmc.?.y calculated makicg use of eikonal formulas which do
not include the intrinsic structure of the nucleon likewise our
formulae do rot include the intrinsic structure of the nucleus.

The authors ar-e indebted to K.G.Boreskcv, A.B.Kaiualo"v,
N.IT.Hikclaev, Yu.A.Srmonov, K.A.Ter-Martirosyan, and Tu.M.Shabelsky for useful discussion and interest to the paper.
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